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Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733 (1974)
(Excerpt from MRFF's Letter to United States Commission on Civil Rights)

In Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733 (1974), the United States Supreme Court
absolutely and quite conclusively defined the limits of First Amendment freedoms for
military members. As such the Supreme Court’s opinion serves as incontrovertible,
controlling law regarding when free exercise of religion in the military is constrained
by the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. The Court concluded that
First Amendment freedoms (such as the religious Free Exercise Clause) are
restricted when such speech begins to degrade morale, good order and discipline in
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the Armed Forces. The Court limited the First Amendment freedoms of military
members to the higher necessity of defending the Nation by maintaining morale,
good order and discipline of members of the Armed Forces, who are charged with
defending the survival of the nation and thus, the survival of the Constitutional
freedoms for its civilian citizens. Indeed, one of the most conservative Chief Justices
in the history of the United States Supreme Court, Chief Justice William Rehnquist,
authored that seminal.
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AIR FORCE LEGAL OPINION
LEAKED TO MRFF -

REVEALS APPROVAL OF
RELIGIOUS EXPRESSION

"In apparent defiance of its own regulations and the First
Amendment, the judge advocate general (JAG) of the Air

Force has issued an opinion approving religious expression
during an official change of command ceremony.

The opinion (click to read), which was leaked to
the  Military Religious Freedom Foundation (emphasis

added)  (and a copy of which was shared with this reporter),
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allows even more expansive expression during a purportedly
“private” promotion ceremony, conducted after a 

mere ten-minute break."

-Excerpt from Religion Dispatches Article.

RELIGION DISPATCHES
COVERS MRFF ON HOMEPAGE
Leaked Air Force Legal Opinion
Approves Religious Expression

By:  Paul Rosenberg
Thursday, February 21, 2019

According to a retired attorney for the DOD, "When you
proselytize as a commander...you necessarily send doubts to the
subordinates that you oversee about your impartiality and thus
degrade good order and discipline, and in turn degrade combat
capability."

In apparent defiance of its own regulations and the First
Amendment, the judge advocate general (JAG) of the Air Force
has issued an opinion approving religious expression during an
official change of command ceremony.

The opinion, which was leaked to the  Military Religious
Freedom Foundation  (and a copy of which was shared with
this reporter), allows even more expansive expression during a
purportedly “private” promotion ceremony, conducted after a
mere ten-minute break. Going beyond  lax
enforcement  of recent   cases , MRFF President Mikey
Weinstein called it “a direct and defiant nuclear attack
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against the First Amendment’s separation of church and
state.”

“The JAG opinion is definitely wrong,” Andrew Seidel,
counsel for the  Freedom From Religion Foundation  told RD.
Alex Luchenitser, associate legal director for  Americans
United for Separation of Church and State , agreed.

“We think this opinion is unconstitutional, that this violates the
religious freedom and the separation of church and state,”
Luchenitser said.

[...]
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RELATED: MIKEY’s OP-ED - 6/23/18


USAF Embarrasses Itself With Statement
Allowing God-Drenched Flag Folding

Ceremony – AGAIN. Fundamentalist First
Liberty Institute Pounces 

with Glee on New Poster Child

Click to Read on MRFF

"Michael L. Weinstein - Wikipedia"

On March 15, 2019 at 3:37:07 AM MDT, (name withheld) wrote,

Sorry about you and your family being harassed at the academy being called such
filth Not all Christians are that way but if you can defend someone on what they
wear and then take away what people like to read I’m just wondering how fair is
that The hatred is from the Devil He hates GOD chosen ones and will use any
person to do such evil acts I do pray that you see the LIGHT In GOD we trust
Shalom
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